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The “Pill Bar” can be 
dragged out into a 
separate window to 

duplicate the 
“Detached window” 
functionality  from 

earlier versions.

Pulldown helps 
discoverability, 
scales to 10-20 

actions. Possibly 
prioritize + a 

“More” link if it 
exceeds what is 

reasonable

Address bar behaviour

Down arrow (+ optional enter or 
tab) selects, shortcut that cycles 
through the matching options: tab.

SUpport as many of the intuitive 
tab/arrow/enter behaviours we can 

find in user testing.



Google keyboard cat

More Address bar behaviours

When you do a search on 
Google (or any of the other 
services supported), we show 
the Pill bar + your search term 

instead of the query URL.
This helps discoverability.

If you select the contents of 
the address bar and copy/paste 
it somewhere else, it behaves as 
usual (URL + optional link title)

     keyboard cat Search

custom searches can be added as 
actions. If there is a search API 

standard that is relevant 
(Mycroft/openSearch?), we 
should use this to create 
taskfox result entries.

Unifies Search, custom 
search and actions



Arrow Right → Puts you here,
Enter adds to cart and puts 
you back in the Address bar, 

with a standard notify "X was 
added to your cart"

(Shortcut: ⌘/⇧-Enter)

Amazon Canadian Bacon

French Vanilla $49.99
Add to 

Amazon cart

Results: Shopping / cart behaviour 
(Amazon/eBay/netflix)

Not to be confused with Freedom 
Vanilla, this is the real thing!

Arrow down ↓ 
Puts you here, 
Enter goes to 
the product 

page 

Never perform actions that have financial
impact (i.e. no one-click shopping support)



Mozilla Corp
650 Castro Street
Mountain View, CA 
94041
Phone: 555-2323

Map 650 Castro St, Mountain View

Results: Maps

   to Destination

   Print map

Destination is optional, but shows 
up to indicate that it's available.

Tab or arrows to get to this field.
 

To/from selector lets you enter 
directions in either order.

Arrow Right →
Puts you here,

Enter (or clicking 
the button) brings 

up the printable 
maps page.

(Shortcut: 
⌘/⇧-Enter)

Arrow down ↓ 
Puts you here, Enter 

goes to the full 
maps page. 

Possibly support 
arrows for panning 
and +/- for zoom.

Option to change what 
the default action is, e.g. 
“send to mobile device”



Translate Flodhest

Results: Translation
(still unfinished)

 NorwegianFrom:

Flodhest

 Your languageInto:

Hippopotamus

Hippopotamus

Autodetects input 
language, 

defaults to your 
browser language

Further 
refinements can 
be done in the 

bottom section, 
if needed

   Copy to clipboard other potential 
default actions: 

“Insert into 
page”


